
SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

KEKA DAS 
C/o- PRAVAT KR. DAS 
Address: KURAHA, KUMARGANJ, DAKSHIN DINAJPUR, 733141
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

KURAHA, KUMARGANJ, DAKSHIN DINAJPUR, 733141 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/151 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

EJAZ AHMAD 
C/o- REYAZ AHMAD 
Address: DANGI PARA, NEAR PANNA SWEET, WARD NO
SILIGURI. 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

DANGI PARA, NEAR PANNA SWEET, WARD NO-6, 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/152 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

KRISHNA RAJAK 
C/o- KALU RAJAK 
Address: GOKUL NAGAR KAMAT NIAMATPUR, MALDA
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

GOKUL NAGAR KAMAT NIAMATPUR, MALDA-732208 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/153 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

FONI ROY 
C/o- NAKARU ROY 
Address: SADAR PARA,  SAHUDANGI HAT, NEW JALPAIGURI, 
735135 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

SADAR PARA,  SAHUDANGI HAT, NEW JALPAIGURI, 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/154 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

FARUK ALAM 
C/o- MD CHASIRUDDIN 
Address: KAMAL GACHH, CHATHAT, PHANSIDEWA, 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

KAMAL GACHH, CHATHAT, PHANSIDEWA, DAR-734436 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/155 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

TAPAS DAS 
C/o- SUNIL DAS 
Address: BEGARKHATA, BOXIRHAT, COOCHBEHAR
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

BEGARKHATA, BOXIRHAT, COOCHBEHAR- 736159 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/156 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

SUSHANTA KUMAR BARMAN 
C/o- SUNIL CH. BARMAN 
Address: SAHEBGANJ, COOCHBEHAR, 736176
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

SAHEBGANJ, COOCHBEHAR, 736176 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/157 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

SOUVIK BASAK 
C/o- BISWAJIT BASAK 
Address: SHANTINAGAR, DABGRAM, BHAKTINAGAR, SILIGURI
734004 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

SHANTINAGAR, DABGRAM, BHAKTINAGAR, SILIGURI-

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/158 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

PRANAB BARMAN 
C/o- GANESH BARMAN 
Address: KHATTIMARI, GHOKSADANGA, COOCHBEHAR
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

KHATTIMARI, GHOKSADANGA, COOCHBEHAR-736171 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/159 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

POOJA BASAK 
C/o- SUDIP KR. BASAK 
Address: Pritilata Lane, Sukanta Nagar, Rabindra Sarani, Siliguri
734006 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

Pritilata Lane, Sukanta Nagar, Rabindra Sarani, Siliguri-

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/160 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

SAMRAT SAHA 
C/o- SAMIRAN SAHA 
Address: BAGRAKOTE, SUBHSPALLY, SILIGURI,734001
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

BAGRAKOTE, SUBHSPALLY, SILIGURI,734001 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/161 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

PUJA MODAK 
C/o- PRADIP MODAK 
Address: BHOLANATHPARA, SOUTH EKTIASAL, SILIGURI
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

SOUTH EKTIASAL, SILIGURI-734001 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/162 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

MAHESH CH. BARMAN 
C/o- BHABEN BARMAN 
Address: KHAGRI BARI, BAURAGIRHAT, MATHABHANGA, 
COOCHBEHAR- 735003 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

KHAGRI BARI, BAURAGIRHAT, MATHABHANGA, 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/163 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

NIRAJ YADAV 
C/o- JAY PRAKASH YADAV 
Address: DHARAM NAGAR, COOLIPARA, PRADHAN NAGAR, 
SILIGURI- 734003 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

ARA, PRADHAN NAGAR, 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/164 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

BIJAY CH. ROY 
C/o- DILIP ROY 
Address: SILIGURI NORTH EKTIASAL,WARD NO
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

SILIGURI NORTH EKTIASAL,WARD NO-40, 734001 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/165 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

CHANDAN SAHA 
C/o- BAIJNATH SAHA 
Address: KHAPRAIL BAZAR, NEW CHAMTA, DAR
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

KHAPRAIL BAZAR, NEW CHAMTA, DAR- 734009 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/166 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

RAJESH ROY 
C/o- PARESH ROY 
Address: NORTH EKTIASAL, BANESWAR MORE, SEVOKE ROAD, 
734001 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

NORTH EKTIASAL, BANESWAR MORE, SEVOKE ROAD, 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/167 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

SANJAY GAYEN 
C/o- SUDHIR GAYEN 
Address: RABINDRA NAGAR, BANSRA, JIBONTALA, SOUTH 24 
PARGANA,743363 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

RABINDRA NAGAR, BANSRA, JIBONTALA, SOUTH 24 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/168 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

MANAB BARMAN 
C/o- GANESH BARMAN 
Address: KHATTIMARI, GHOKSADANGA, COOCHBEHAR
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

KHATTIMARI, GHOKSADANGA, COOCHBEHAR-736171 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/169 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

KOUSHIK ROY 
C/o- LALIT CH. ROY 
Address: SOUTH PANDAPARA BOTTALA, KOTWALI, JALPAIGURI
735132 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

SOUTH PANDAPARA BOTTALA, KOTWALI, JALPAIGURI-

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/170 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

SUJAY GOSWAMI 
C/o- SUKUMAR GOSWAMI 
Address: LAKE TOWN, NEAR SUNRISE CLUB, WARD 
734007 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

LAKE TOWN, NEAR SUNRISE CLUB, WARD -33 SILIGURI- 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/171 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

JOY GHOSH 
C/o- BISHU GHOSH 
Address: GOSSAINPUR, BAGDOGRA, DAR
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

GOSSAINPUR, BAGDOGRA, DAR- 734014 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/172 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

DIPIKA SARKAR 
C/o- DHIREN SARKAR 
Address: MADHYA CHAYAN PARA, GHOGOMALI, WARS
SILIGURI-734006 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

ARA, GHOGOMALI, WARS-37, 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/173 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

AZANOOR RAHAMAN 
C/o- AKACHHED ALI 
Address: BAGAN BARI, JOREPAKRI, MAYNAGURI, JALPAIGURI
735305 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

BAGAN BARI, JOREPAKRI, MAYNAGURI, JALPAIGURI-

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/174 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

AASTIMA BEGUM 
C/o- AJIT ALI 
Address: NAYA BUSTY, KOTWALI, JALPA
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

NAYA BUSTY, KOTWALI, JALPAIGURI - 735101 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/175 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

SAMPAD SINGHA 
C/o- NANDALAL SINGHA 
Address: BARAPATHU JOTE, RANGAPANI, PHANSIDEWA, DAR
734434 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

BARAPATHU JOTE, RANGAPANI, PHANSIDEWA, DAR-

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/176 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

ABHIJIT ROY 
C/o- LATE TIPIN ROY 
Address: BANIYA PARA, FUTKI PARA, RAJGANJ, JALPAIGURI
735135 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

BANIYA PARA, FUTKI PARA, RAJGANJ, JALPAIGURI-

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/177 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

MANJEET LAHIRI 
C/o- LT. MUKUL RANJAN LAHIRI 
Address: DESHBANDHU PARA, SILIGURI
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

DESHBANDHU PARA, SILIGURI-734004 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/178 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

RAIHAN ALAM 
C/o- ABDUS SATTAR 
Address: KHARIJA BANIADAHA, SAHEBGANJ, COOCHBEHAR
736135 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

KHARIJA BANIADAHA, SAHEBGANJ, COOCHBEHAR-

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/179 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

SHUBANGKAR SAHA 
C/o- KAMALESH SAHA 
Address: SUNIL SMRITI BHAWAN, DABGRAM, JALPAIGURI
734004 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

SUNIL SMRITI BHAWAN, DABGRAM, JALPAIGURI- 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/180 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

SUJAN BARMAN 
C/o- SUSHIL BARMAN 
Address: KHATTIMARI, GHOKSADANGA, COOCHBEHAR
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

KHATTIMARI, GHOKSADANGA, COOCHBEHAR-736171 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/181 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

RANA PRATAP SINHA 
C/o- HARIPADA SINHA 
Address: NETAJI PALLY, KADAMTAL, DARJEELING
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

NETAJI PALLY, KADAMTAL, DARJEELING-734011 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/182 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

PAMPA GUPTA DAS 
C/o- CHIRANJIT GUPTA 
Address: ADARSHA NAGAR, MAHANANDA PARA, WARD
SILIGURIBAZAR-734005 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

ADARSHA NAGAR, MAHANANDA PARA, WARD-04, 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/183 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

DIPANKAR SARKAR 
C/o- DILIP SARKAR 
Address: RABINDRA NAGAR,WARD-21, RABINDRA SARANI
734006 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

21, RABINDRA SARANI-

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/184 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

BISMOY PAUL 
C/o- BIPUL PAUL 
Address: KSHUDIRAM SARANI, COOCHBEHAR, 736101
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

KSHUDIRAM SARANI, COOCHBEHAR, 736101 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/185 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

AKRAMUL ANSARI 
C/o- LT. SUDDIN ANSARI 
Address: BAKTAR VITA, RANGOLI KHORIBARI, 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

BAKTAR VITA, RANGOLI KHORIBARI, DAR- 734429 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/186 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

CHAITANYA SAHA 
C/o- CHANDAN SAHA 
Address: KSHUDIRAM PALLY, BAGDOGRA, DAR 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

KSHUDIRAM PALLY, BAGDOGRA, DAR - 734014 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/187 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

MEGHA SINGHA ROY 
C/o- BHUBAN SINGHA ROY 
Address: PATIRAM, MATIGARA, DAR - 734010
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

734010 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/188 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

MD. FAIYAZ 
C/o- MD. FAJAL HASAN 
Address: NETAJI NAGAR COLONY, WARD 46, CHAMPASARI, 
PRADHAN NAGAR, 734003 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

NETAJI NAGAR COLONY, WARD 46, CHAMPASARI, 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/189 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

SHUVENDU ROY 
C/o- LT. ASHOK CH. ROY 
Address: NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, SUBHASPALLY, WARD
SILIGURI-734001 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, SUBHASPALLY, WARD-20, 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/190 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

KALYAN KUMAR SINGHA 
C/o- TARANI KANTA SINGHA 
Address: SAHABAD RUPSING GACHH, PASCHIM MADATI, 
KAMALA, SAHABAD, DAR- 734431 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

SAHABAD RUPSING GACHH, PASCHIM MADATI, 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/191 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

AKHIL DAS 
C/o- NITAI CH. DAS 
Address: MADHYA SHANTI NAGAR,KARUNAMOYEE KALI BARI 
ROAD,  SILIGURI-734004 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

MADHYA SHANTI NAGAR,KARUNAMOYEE KALI BARI 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/192 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

ANIL DAS 
C/o- NITAI CH. DAS 
Address: MADHYA SHANTI NAGAR,KARUNAMOYEE KALI BARI 
ROAD,  SILIGURI-734004 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

MADHYA SHANTI NAGAR,KARUNAMOYEE KALI BARI 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/193 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

RAMAN ROY 
C/o- RAJEN ROY 
Address: BIDYA CHAKRA COLONY, WARD NO
SILIGURI-734001 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

BIDYA CHAKRA COLONY, WARD NO-44, SEVOKE ROAD, 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/194 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

SWARUP DEB 
C/o- BISHNU DEB 
Address: SUKANTA PALLY, WARD 32, SILIGURI BAZAR, NEW 
JALPAIGURI-734005 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

SUKANTA PALLY, WARD 32, SILIGURI BAZAR, NEW 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/195 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

BABITA MALLICK (BHANDARI) 
C/o- RUPAN BHANDARI 
Address: BHAKTINAGAR, WARD NO-35, SILIGURI, JALPAIGURI
734007 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

35, SILIGURI, JALPAIGURI-

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/196 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

AMIR HUSSAIN 
C/o- MD KHALIL 
Address: SAILANI JOTE, PHANSIDEWA, DAR 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

SAILANI JOTE, PHANSIDEWA, DAR - 734434 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/197 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

SUBHAM SAHA 
C/o- LT. DULAL SAHA 
Address: SHIBRAM PALLY, HAIDER PARA, SILIGURI
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

SHIBRAM PALLY, HAIDER PARA, SILIGURI- 734006 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/198 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

PANKAJ DUBEY 
C/o- CHANDRA BHUSAN DUBEY 
Address: HEMANTA BASU COLONY, SILIGURI
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

HEMANTA BASU COLONY, SILIGURI-734005 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/199 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 



SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   

Memo No.    298(296) /Estt./SMC 

This is to inform you that 
TAX COLLECTOR” will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 
along with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly.

The names of the qualified c
www.siligurismc.in. 
 
Schedule of Interview:- 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                     

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
 

1. The engagement is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year
further on the basis of satisfactory performance. 

2. 15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation o
3. No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case.
4. The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 

advertisement. The authority  reserved right to 
5. The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

documents for verification. 
6. The candidates detected while adopting or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

to expulsion from the premises.        
7. All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

 
 
 

      
                                                                                                                         

                                                                  

Post Applied for: COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR

TO 

AKRAM ALI 
C/o- ABDUL KALAM AZAD 
Address: PIRANI PARA, BADALPUR, DAKSHIN DINAJPUR 
 

Date Reporting Time

15/09/2022 10.30 am 

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
P.O. SILIGURI, DIST. DARJEELING (W.B.),   2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311

               
          
 

This is to inform you that interview for engagement to the post of 
will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

with all original testimonials at the said venue, accordingly. 
The names of the qualified candidates will be published in the official website i.e. 

                                                                                                                                       Commissioner
                                                                                                                     Siliguri Municipal Corporation

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES 
 

is on contract initially for a period of 1 (one) year on probation from the date of joining 
further on the basis of satisfactory performance.  
15 days prior notice will be required from either side in case of tendering  resignation or termination.
No T.A/D.A. will be provided at the time of interview or else case. 
The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
advertisement. The authority  reserved right to cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage.
The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.

              Commissioner
                                                                                                                         Siliguri Municipal Corporation

                                        ADMIT  CARD 

COMMISSION BASIS TAX COLLECTOR 

 

PIRANI PARA, BADALPUR, DAKSHIN DINAJPUR -733121 

 

Reporting Time Venue 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park

SILIGURI  MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                
2432804, 2435444, 2433277, 2433744, 2435282, 2536311 

         Dated:    06/09 /2022 

to the post of “COMMISSION BASIS 

will be held as per following schedule. Hence, you are requested to appear 

will be published in the official website i.e. 

Commissioner 
Siliguri Municipal Corporation 

 

on probation from the date of joining and shall be extended 

r termination. 

The admission to the interview is purely provisional subject to determination of the candidate’s eligibility in terms of the 
cancel the candidature if any discrepancy is found at any stage. 

The candidate required to reach the venue at least 30 minutes before the commencement of the interview with all the original 

or making an attempt to adopt unfair means during the hours of interview shall be liable 

All other terms & conditions remain same as per this office notification vide memo no 154/Estt/SMC dt: 24/06/2022.                                                                                        

Commissioner 
Municipal Corporation

Roll No. TC/SMC/200 
 
 
 

Rabindra Mancha, Baghajatin Park, Siliguri  

Affix  recent  
Passport 
Size Photo 
Here 
(Do not staple) 
 


